Welcome to the 2023 Staff Council Halloween Contests

Judges: Jeff Trailer, Traci Stumbaugh, Jennifer Mays
Best Costume – Individual or Pair
Anna Magaña

La Chalupa from Loteria
Lori Rice and Tawnie Peterson

Care Bares
(because Staff Council cares about you!)
Jessie Raeder

a Witch
and her Familiars
Joey Guzman

Wednesday and Thing Addams
Sharon DeMeyer

Ice Queen
Amber Noel-Camacho

Curious George
Michael Pratt
Adrienne Glatz

Poe and
Annabelle
Lindsay Brothers

Capricorn
L. Renee Boyd

Maggie Magpie
Jessica Daly

ABBAcado
Jessica O’Donnell – Steve from Blues Clues
Sydney Petyo

Pickleball Barbie
Mike Thorpe

Woody
Human Resources Services Center

OPERATIONS
Best Costume Department, Offices, and Groups
Michael Gonsalves as Dr. Strange, Jerry Fieldsted as Loki, Zach Justus as Captain America, Rebecca Nelson as Captain Marvel, Bethany Prince as Black Widow.
Pictured:

Tracy Butts, Joseph Alexander, Kristen Carlos, Marcy Reeves, Theresa Mundy, Vicky Junco, Laura Nice, Rachel Skokowski, Mai Her, Carmen Gomez, Manny Loomis, Bella Emanuele
Office of Graduate Studies - A Murder of Ravens
Featuring: JoAna Brooks, Rosemary White, Susan Roll, Micah Lehner, Michael Pratt, Adrienne Glatz, Carrie Adsit, Meredith Huddleson, and Sarah Lehner
Division of Information Technology
Sail Away with IEGE

Captain Jenn Gruber, Jack Marrow, Tasha Alexander, Kenya Chavez Cindy McKay, Emily Dickman, Jessica Daly, Snow Sun Lee Coronel
WellCat
Barbie & Ken

Julie Castellano, Tyson Shaffner, Cindy Hale, Margo Schneringer, Nathan Kriger
Tribute to
Dr. Christopher Navarrete,
of the Music Department

Pictured:
Haley Thomas, Elliot Robinson, Sophia Simmons, Reece Thompson, Daisy Ferris, and Christopher Navarrete
Student Learning Center

Barbie and Friends

Jen Ross
Jenni Bolte
Yer Thao
Catherine D’Agostini
New Student Orientation & Transition Programs

A Bloom of Jellyfish

Alessandra Ramirez
Estrella Garcia
Harry Hoang
Alexis Alfaro
Ruby Romero
Shawn Ryan
Holly Hunt
Professor Plum

Mary Cox
Miss Scarlett

Nicole Clift
Mrs. White

Valerie Wolfe
Mrs. Peacock

Carter Moore
Colonel Mustard

Alex Garcia
Mr. Green

Alex Garcia
Mr. Green

Casey Lyons
Wadsworth the Butler
The Wizard of Oz

Dorothy – Lauren Ruth
Scarecrow – Trevor Lalaguna
Tin Man – David Barta
Cowardly Lion – Michelle Ott
Glenda the Good Witch – Erica Rix
The Wicked Witch – Summer Armstrong
The Gatekeeper – Preston Lawson
The Lollipop Guild – Chantel Taylor
Chico State Swifties

with

Kaylee D McAllister-Knutson-Midnights
Catie Ferguson- Lover Era
Krysi Riggs- Evermore
Almendra Lawrence- Repuation
Emily Bruns- Red
Sheryl Maines- Lover/Death by a Thousand Cuts
Willie- You Belong With Me/Fearless
EOP

Harry Potter

Javier Garcia, Dominique Silva Soares, Victoria Bass, Brisa Luna Rocha, Teresa Hernandez
Office of the Registrar: Spooky Skeletons

Standing: Linda Nelson, Ann Wilson, Cinnamon McDonald, Cheryl Sprague, Zena Chan, Michelle Holmes, Aimee Sayer, Kara Maas, Rich Carrillo, Robert Snoberger
In front: Azucena Vargas, Chieng Vue, Danielle Anderson, Karel Llamas
University Housing Residence Life

The Price is Right!

Jenna Wright, Shannon Miller, Amanda McAllister-Knutson, Kelly Schiess, Emily Lees Jeremiah Richardson, Cara Huyck
Meriam Library

Construction Workers

A few actual 3rd floor construction workers plus: Jodi Shepherd, Mike Watts, Hillary McHenry, Karen Wagner, Tim Fluhr, Emily Amarel, Cassie Kassell, Elizabeth Tibbits, Collin Miller, Julie Steele-Wallace, Mike Bellow, Chris Paintner, Ryan Browar, Christina Misuraca
ECC

Cruella Devil

Aiyana Ruby Santillan, Cindy Tajtaj, Kelsey B Anthony, Jessica, Jessica, Madison
HR Team and the Skeleton Crew

Melanie Dodd, Lori Adrian, LaReesa Solis-Myers, Brenda Berry, Sheryl Woodward, Rebecca Cagle, Jessica Anderson, Angelica Dailey-Carey, Jenni Merlo, Jessica Plascencia, Dana Shepherd
Basic Needs

Food Not Bombs

Shannon Grubert,
Emma Jewett,
Joe Picard,
Dawn Carini,
Leah Slem
Performance

Disclaimer: Music within the video has copyrights and cannot be shared on social media. We do not own the copyrights.
Associated Students
Showstoppers in Perpetuity
Barbie AS Showstopper Performance 2023

https://csuchico.box.com/s/u3ye0x6jibo8wlboh63pwcaz5n3chvhi
Maggie the Magpie

L. Renee Boyd

(Video and laughter by Tiffany Drobny)

Practicing her bird moves before going out in public -
https://csuchico.box.com/s/ykojjtbmmc8967li30hmq50ri65mndbw

Pecking a food truck and checking out humans -
https://csuchico.box.com/s/ejm0sgz91pmzqhaikv6ggq44esar64fsf
Pumpkin Contest

This is a “People’s Choice” event – staff, please vote!
Jeanette and Nathan Methvin-Terry
Earl P. Umpkin by Erin Forberg
Aldine M. Ruble
BTS and Spooky Guy
by
Vicki Ambadekar
Tawnie Peterson
Thank you for viewing the 2023 Staff Council Halloween Contests

Thank you to our Judges:
Jeff Trailer, Traci Stumbaugh, Jennifer Mays